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brought DDG 1000 to Bath, will build more DDG 51s in the
future and enabled ourselves to continue to revolutionize the
way surface combatants are designed and constructed.

Winning the DDG 51 lead ship contract is arguably one of
the most significant accomplishments in our history, and literal-
ly volumes could be written about the program and its impact.
In my mind, perhaps the most significant thing is that in look-
ing back over the last 25 years of DDG 51, those of us here
today are now also forced to look ahead. Arleigh Burke class
ships will be serving around the globe into the middle part of
this century and perhaps longer. In large part because of what
happened 25 years ago, we see a brighter future for ourselves
and the next generation of BIW shipbuilders.

I’ve often said that what each of us does every day at the
shipyard is important; frequently I’ve said it in the context of
some near term goal, event or achievement. However, as you
read the articles and observations in the following pages, stop
for a moment and think about the dedication, commitment and
effort that BIW men and women made to help get us to April 2,
1985, thereby setting the stage for where we are today. Then
stop again and think about what you do here each day and the
profound impact your efforts could have for people who will be
at BIW many years from now. It’s a significant responsibility
that, carried well, will ensure a great legacy.

“TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE”
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From the Helm
Jeff Geiger, President, Bath Iron Works

I
n last month’s From the Helm, I noted that April 2 was the
25th anniversary of the contract award to BIW for the
design and construction of the USS Arleigh Burke (DDG

51). To commemorate that milestone, this edition of BIW
News is offered as a tribute to the DDG 51 Program and the
thousands of BIW men and women whose contributions,
which continue today, have helped make this program the most
successful naval surface combatant program in history.

For some, that award may not have seemed so significant—
the Navy had made the same decision many times before over
the previous 100 years when it needed a new class of ships to
meet new threats. However, others understood just how much
was riding on the shoulders of the lead yard and how much
was at stake: many new ships, extensive first-time use of 3D
Computer Aided Design, new hull, mechanical and electrical
technologies, advanced machinery control systems, a new gen-
eration of AEGIS, countless other technical and management
challenges and a healthy piece of this country’s national securi-
ty. I remember well when I heard of the award. I was a plan-
ner working on the 3rd floor of North Stores, having joined the
company the previous July. I certainly didn’t fully comprehend
the magnitude of the event, but I could tell by all the smiles of
my coworkers and managers that it was a good thing.

The program in all respects was the most complex ever
undertaken by this shipyard. There was only one acceptable
end result, and it was really quite simple: this program had to
succeed. USS Arleigh Burke, like its esteemed namesake, pic-
tured above during DDG 51’s sea trials with former BIW
President Bill Haggett at his side, had to be a breed set apart
and nothing less. The spotlight focused directly on this com-
pact Maine shipyard—and that’s just where we wanted it to be.

In looking back over the lead ship program and the last 25
years, some top level observations quickly rise to the surface.
The early years of the program were ripe with enormous chal-
lenges—more challenges than anyone could have anticipated at
contract award. In tackling those challenges and making tough
decisions along the way, we did what we believed was right for
the program and the ship. In some instances taking that course
made things more difficult at the time but paid significant divi-
dends in the long-term.

The program did succeed and it did so beyond anyone’s
imagination. The Navy’s recent decision to base its future
surface combatants on the DDG 51 hull form is all the
evidence that is needed to prove that point.

DDG 51 opened the door to good careers for thousands of
people in Maine. Today at BIW, there are over 2,100 employees
who were on our pay roll on April 2, 1985—that’s nearly 40%
of our present total employment. This program also opened
the door to BIW’s future. Because of our performance on
these ships, we have modernized our facility and processes,

Bill Haggett and Admiral Arleigh Burke onboard DDG 51 Alpha Trials.
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M
uch of this slightly larger April issue of BIW

News is devoted to commemorating the 25th
anniversary of the DDG 51 contract award.

While these subjects are larger than can be fully
covered here, the highlights of the work leading up to
this award and the first few years of the program are
mentioned, as are the significant contributions to the
program by the namesake and sponsor of DDG 51,
Admiral and Mrs. Arleigh Burke.

Shown to the right: Admiral and Mrs. Burke in
Bath at the launch of DDG 51 in September 1989.
Note DDG 51 in the background and that the Admiral
was apparently down wind of the champagne bottle
when Mrs. Burke christened the ship.

Cover Photo: DDG 51 in the BIW drydock in Portland for
sonar dome installation.
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Tom Bowler

Right: Admiral Burke and
John Mason, BIW’s first
DDG 51 Program Manager.

T
he first time I was on DDG 51
was during acceptance trials.
The ship rode like a sports car.”

Tom Bowler (D01), Vice President of
Programs and former U.S. Navy
Captain Bowler, AEGIS Shipbuilding
Program Manager, fondly remembers.
“You could just feel the survivability of
the ship.” Bowler’s Navy experience
sheds light onto some of the choices
and obstacles the Navy faced during the
early stages of the longest-running
surface combatant program ever.

The DDG 51 program wasn’t always
as smooth as Bowler’s maiden voyage.
Neither were relations with the USSR in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. By the
late ’80s, the Navy and the Reagan
Administration were striving for a 600-
ship Navy. Despite presidential and
service support for that initiative, some
people questioned why a new ship class
was necessary. The Ticonderoga class
cruisers (CG 47) already had the AEGIS
Weapon System and CG ships were
being built by two shipyards, Ingalls
and BIW, and built well.

However, the newly designed DDG
51 offered some compelling reasons for
the Navy to want it. For one, it offered
larger service life margins (future
growth margins) whereas the CG’s had
already reached near maximum growth.
Moreover, the Burke offered a more
survivable ship. It was all steel and had
a collective protection system which
prepared it for nuclear, biological and
chemical attacks. Additionally, the
stealthy hull design allowed for a
smaller radar cross section, so the
Soviet Navy and other enemies would
have a harder time spotting the ship.

Once the decision was made to go
ahead with the program, the ship
needed to be designed. Creating a 3D
Computer Aided Design (CAD) was a
technological challenge back then, but
the Navy vigorously pursued it.
However, when it was realized that
computer technology at that time could
not handle a 3D complex ship design,
the 3D CAD method was scrapped for
the usual 2D method on paper, creating
difficulties for production in the form
of re-work. BIW learned some difficult

Former AEGIS Program Manager Recalls Start-Up

lessons the hard way by sending an incom-
plete design to production. That painful
lesson contributed in large part to the
decision to complete all DDG 1000 design
prior to the start of construction.

From the Navy’s point of view in the
period leading up to the DDG 51 program,
Ingalls was building AEGIS ships that met
the requirements and the Navy was happy
with them. Ingalls was also gaining signifi-
cant experience with the AEGIS weapon
system on the Cruisers, whereas BIW was
viewed as still learning.
BIW quality was known
to be superior but it
came at a price. As
Bowler described it,
“When BIW made the
jump from the FFG 7s
to the AEGIS Cruisers, it
was similar to making
the jump from AA
baseball to the major
leagues.” Except BIW
had little idea what
moving to the big
leagues would entail.

The compounded challenges of the
DDG 51 program brought out the true
characters of the finest shipbuilders in the
world. The shipyard came together and
delivered a ship that was the beginning of a
line of destroyers that will go down in his-
tory as a class that overcame the naysayers
and went on to become the backbone of the
modern U.S. Navy. Many say that the
DDG 51 Destroyer program is the most
successful shipbuilding program to date.

Admiral Wayne Meyer, the father of
Aegis, was the single most influential person
in the destroyer program. Other key con-
tributors included CAPT Brian Perkinson,
Navy Program Manager for the DDG 51
program for five tough years, Randy
Fortune, the civilian deputy Program
Manager, leaders at SupShip, Bath such as
Paul Farrell who headed the SupShip engi-
neering group,, and John Mason, now
retired, who was BIW’s DDG 51 Program
Manager from proposal and award through
delivery of the first ship. “Mason was a
voice of calm and reason in often turbulent
seas,” Bowler remembers.

The DDG 51 program which began as a
29-ship program has now expanded to 65
and will likely not stop there. Bowler, for
one, was not surprised by the program’s
growth. “It’s a testament that if you deliver
a ship that exceeds expectations and per-
formance, has a lot of room for growth and
is predictable in cost, the ship class will
grow.” And so it has.

“
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T
he 25th anniversary of the DDG 51
Program at BIW recalls the begin-
ning of a shipbuilding program

which has charted the course of BIW into
the 21st century and continues to point us
toward the future.

This section highlights some of the
conditions that established our entry into
AEGIS. It is also timely to be reminded
of the DDG 51 lead ship at a time when
we are fully engaged in the construction
of DDG 1000, another first.

DDG 51—AEGIS
When Capt Wayne E.
Meyer, USN assumed
command of the
AEGIS Program in
1970, he brought with
him the imperative to
“rebuild the Surface
Navy by replacing
existing conventional air defense surface
combatants with the AEGIS Weapon
System (AWS).” AWS was developed by
the Navy/Industry team as an integrated
solution between the AWS and the ship
platform.

DDG 51 was the Navy’s second AEGIS
program, following the already successful
AEGIS Cruiser Program. Long before it
was determined that the planned 29-ship
DDG 51 Program would grow far beyond
that, RADM Wayne E. Meyer emerged as
the Father of AEGIS and he remained a
life long advocate for AEGIS technology.
The Navy named USS Wayne E. Meyer
(DDG 108) in his honor. The DDG 51
Class was named for Admiral Arleigh
Burke USN (Ret.) (see pg. 8) who was,
like Meyer, a living namesake. This 
was an extraordinary honor to both
individuals.

DDG 51—Pre-Contract 
In May 1982, BIW won the competition
to build CG 51, becoming the second-
source shipyard for the CG 47 class.
Ingalls, the lead yard, had been building
AEGIS for 5 years and held a significant
advantage. BIW soon became immersed
in the AEGIS community which proved
to be a whole new ball game. This was
the fraternity of AEGIS, including pol-
ished presentations, large program
reviews, and layers of technology, securi-
ty and program management that we

had not previously dealt with. But we
learned quickly.

The CG award established BIW as the
only other AEGIS-qualified shipbuilder
and positioned us to compete for the next
destroyer new construction program – the
big one. Complex surface combatants
were our core business and our goal was to
be the DDG 51 lead yard. DDG 51 had
become essential to our future and second
source was not going to be enough. Unlike
CG 47, which was a modified DD 963 hull
form, DDG 51 was designed from the keel
up to take AWS to sea.

In late 1982, BIW and four other com-
petitors spent 3 months writing detailed
proposals which required our response to
an unprecedented level and quantity of
program and technical requirements.

Teamed with naval architects, Gibbs &
Cox, our proposal team pulled out all the
stops. Personal computers were not yet
available. Wang word processing was the
cutting-edge computer of the day and only
a few existed at BIW. The bulk of the 37-
volume proposal was prepared using IBM
Selectric typewriters and the graphics were
hand-drawn diagrams or photographs that
were literally pasted onto the typed pages.

This was the BIW proposal that came
close to not making it to the church on
time. Navy due dates and times are firm,

with no exceptions for traffic, distance,
weather, human foibles or anything else.
The BIW Team finalized its proposal in
Crystal City, two blocks from the NAVSEA
loading dock where it was due on the
appointed day no later than 2 pm. Due to
the bulk and weight of our submittal, a
courier service was hired to drive it the
short distance. That done with several
hours to spare, team members walked over
to meet the courier and make delivery. It
is not possible to describe the anxiety of
this group when they found that the truck
was not waiting for them and then inexpli-
cably failed to show until 6 minutes before
the deadline.

For all that, when the Navy evaluated
the submitted proposals, it decided that
the design was unaffordable and cancelled
the procurement.

The Navy chose to fall back a step and
develop a new DDG 51 contract design
focused on affordability which would
become the basis of the next round of
competition by industry teams. The
Washington-based Navy effort began work
with participation by the shipbuilders,
Navy labs and leading naval architecture
firms. BIW’s effort was limited to 4 people

How DDG 51 Came to BIW

The DDG 51 Navy concept design reflected in the 1984 RFP.  The raked mast was a post-award change
which replaced what is shown here.

Continued next page.
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at a time and a small group of engineers
hot-seated in and out of Washington for
the duration of the design effort.

The result was a contract design with
an innovative, seakeeping hull and alu-
minum mast. Many measures were
invoked to reduce or control cost. For
example, the ship had a helo flight deck
but no hangar or maintenance facilities in
the Flight I baseline. The Navy imposed a
strict design budgeting process on the next
phase of detail design to further reduce
cost and technical risk. Admiral Meyer left
the team as Program Manager during this
time but left in place a highly qualified
national team well prepared to accomplish
his vision of ‘rebuilding the surface Navy.’

On Labor Day, 1984, the Navy again
released a Request for Proposal (RFP) for
the detail design and construction of
DDG 51. Despite a two-year lapse since
the first RFP, the original 1989 commis-
sioning target date was retained, leaving
only a 54-month duration from contract
award to delivery of the lead ship. This
optimistic schedule, combined with the
mandated fixed-price, incentive-fee
contract for the design development phase,
added additional challenges to the already
ambitious undertaking facing the Navy-
Industry DDG 51 Team.

In the meantime, the Navy designated
that the DDG 51 Class and the first ship,
would be named for Admiral Arleigh
Burke, USN (Ret.) who, as a living name-
sake, would do much to inspire those who
would design, build and crew the first ship.

Following another intense 3-month
proposal development cycle, again prima-
rily a manually typed, cut-and-paste prod-
uct, the proposal was delivered just before
Christmas, 1984. John Mason, DDG 51
Proposal Manager and first Program
Manager who retired from BIW in 2000,
recalls, “The single thing that made this
huge proposal effort possible was knowing
that not winning this program would end
us. Success meant giving Maine people
good jobs for many years and that, not
making money or even building ships for
the Navy, although incredibly important,
was what drove us during that time.”

BIW was named the winner of the Lead
Ship detail design and construction con-
tract on April 2, 1985. At that time, 2,165
of our current employees were on the pay-
roll and many remember where they were

when they heard this announcement, so
widespread was the understanding of the
importance of this award to our future.
John Mason gathered after work to celebrate
with members of the proposal team and
recalls that BIW President Bill Haggett
clapped him on the back and said, “Good
luck,” with no lack of irony, knowing it
would be a wild ride. With this announce-
ment, everything changed for BIW,
although it would be some time before we
realized the full extent of the changes that
lay ahead.

DDG 51—Lead Ship Design 
Bill Haggett and his senior management
staff moved quickly to implement the pro-
gram management and detail design action
plans from the company’s proposal. BIW
knew that selfless teamwork and strong
Navy-Industry partnerships would be essen-
tial at all stages and our approach focused
on strategic alliances and teaming with cus-
tomers and suppliers, both domestically and
internationally, to develop creative and
affordable solutions to naval requirements.

The technological goal was deceptively
clear; create a ship system having no
exploitable weaknesses, not a system opti-
mized for a few likely threats. The manage-
ment challenge was to achieve this feat
within demanding cost and schedule con-
straints. Achieving success would demand a
firm commitment to excellence across the
board. Business as usual was not an option.

Given the technical and schedule con-
straints, significant investments were made
in cutting-edge but untested computer-
aided design tools and manufacturing
process support software. Prior to the
award, both BIW and Gibbs & Cox used
Autokon for structural CAD applications
but mechanical/electrical design develop-
ment was done manually. These outfitting
systems were drafted onto structural back-
grounds created in Autokon and printed on
large, clear mylar sheets. Interference check-
ing was accomplished by overlaying multiple
mylar sheets on light tables and looking for
problem areas. BIW needed to be able to
integrate its engineering, procurement, plan-
ning, and production efforts, but the tools to
accomplish this were not yet available.

The BIW-Navy team selected Computer-
vision for Outfit CAD and the BIW-G&C
design team worked overtime to incorpo-
rate a new tool-set in parallel with develop-

ing a state-of-the-art warship design on a
challenging schedule. With new capabili-
ties, these new tools also brought a measure
of risk. The scope of the DDG 51 design
database exceeded everyone’s expectations,
as well as the capacities of the newly
installed CAD tool-sets, and when these
issues were added to the high volume of
change orders, the result was schedule
delay.

Only the DDG 51 piping system design
was completed in CAD. Today, the DDG
51 Class design package is captured in CAD
and electronic databases and the entire
Flight IIA design upgrade, affecting over
70% of the engineering drawings, was done
entirely in CAD. Sophisticated information
technology systems have improved the
company’s ability to manage internal
information and control electronic data
interfaces with the customer, suppliers and
business partners.

Throughout the long, stressful lead ship
design development period amid increasing
political pressure to maintain schedules, the
BIW-Navy team managed to stay focused

Admiral Burke with Dave Albert, right, DDG 51
Ship Superintendent, during a tour of the ship
during construction.

Continued next page.

How DDG 51 Came to BIW, continued from previous page.
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on the real goal of delivering the warship
the country needed. Their watch words
were, “make it work, do the right thing.”
John Mason said, “There were many deci-
sion points where we chose between doing
the right thing or something else. With
Gibbs & Cox, we got to the level where if it
was a question associated with safety, we
gave it a little more. In spite of overruns,
compressed timeframes and management
changes, we managed to do the right thing.
It required courage for people to do that in
the face of the alternative to go faster and
cheaper.”

DDG 51—Lead Ship Construction 
Beginning in the 1970s, BIW pioneered
modular construction and pre-outfitting
methods on warships and committed to
continuously improve both the perform-
ance of the ships the yard builds and the
supporting construction processes. BIW
also introduced manufacturing resource
planning tool-sets and in the process,
learned that the existing toolsets were
unable to manage the size and complexity
of the military shipbuilding product defi-
nition databases. Eventually, the current
MAC-PAC planning software tool-set was
installed.

In 1988, the largest crane supporting
DDG 51 unit erection on ‘C’ ways was the
220-ton #11 crane installed in 1971. This
limited DDG 51 erection units to no more
than 200 tons and over 50 units were
erected to complete hull assembly for
DDG 51. Contrast this with 11 units for a
typical DDG 51 ship today on the Land
Level Transfer Facility.

Besides the greater number of unit erec-
tions, there were many differences in the
machinery installation, pre-outfitting and
outfitting sequences driven by the ship-
yard’s limitations in lift capacity and heavy
unit transportation capabilities. For exam-
ple, the main engines and reduction gears
were installed 3 months after keel, final
sight for main shafting installation
occurred 6 months after keel, main cable
pulls were completed a month after launch
and AEGIS light-off was 7 months after
launch. Today, with the LLTF, Ultra Hall,
and large module transport units (SPMTs),
as well as the mega/ultra unit innovations,
these events take place much earlier.

With two major shipbuilding programs
running in parallel, BIW’s employment

levels exploded in the decade of the 1980’s
by 150%, reaching 12,000.

BIW’s ship construction team was
assisted by CCDDRR  JJoohhnn  MMoorrggaann,, UUSSNN,, the
prospective commanding officer, and his
commissioning crew. CDR Morgan, an
avid baseball fan, ordered baseball bats
from the Louisville Slugger manufacturer
inscribed with the words “The Arleigh
Burke Louisville Slugger.” He said, “It was
a small gift, a symbolic token to recognize
terrific performance which benefitted the
program. It meant someone had ‘hit a
home run’ and was, I think, a source of
respect.” He figures he gave away “50 to 60
bats, maybe more.”

DDG 51—Lead Ship Delivery of War
Ready Ship
BIW delivered DDG 51 to the U.S. Navy
on April 29, 1991. Throughout design and
construction, the BIW-Navy team
remained closely coordinated and together,
they met the AEGIS Program objective—
DDG 51 was a war-ready ship at delivery.

Within a few weeks of its departure
from BIW, the DDG 51 was commissioned
on the Norfolk, Virginia waterfront in a
patriotic and very well attended ceremony

on July 4, 1991. Admiral Burke repeated
the phrase which he introduced at the Keel
Ceremony, “This ship is built to fight, you
had better know how.”

Many BIW people attended the com-
missioning. During Bill Haggett’s brief
remarks, he commended the work and the
contributions of the men and women of
BIW who built the ship. Looking out to
the audience which sat quietly through
intermittent rain and spread out over the
hill away from the waterfront, he asked
everyone from BIW to stand. If you were
there, you will never forget it.

How DDG 51 Came to BIW, continued from previous page.

DDG 51 Controllable Pitch Propeller Installation.
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DDG 51 Launch on September 1989

T
he U.S. Navy was Admiral Burke’s
42-year career. A Naval Academy
graduate, by 1942, he commanded

the 8-ship, Destroyer Squadron (DESRON)
23 known as ‘The Little Beavers’ during an
intense period when the Allies were trying
to turn the tide of the Japanese advantage
in the Pacific following Pearl Harbor.
Burke took the Little Beavers up and down
‘the slot,’ the area of the Pacific along the
Solomon’s chain, where they engaged the
enemy in night operations to counter
Japanese weapons superiority with radar.
DesRon 23’s record was one Japanese cruis-
er, nine destroyers, a submarine, several
smaller vessels and close to 30 aircraft
which contributed to many decisive victo-
ries as the tide did, in fact, turn toward the
Allies. Burke said, “We do not have the best
weapons, but we can fight and we can do
damage.”

His ability to strategize a battle was one
of his career trademarks. At the same time,
he learned diplomacy could diffuse adver-
sarial situations, and later as CNO, he
developed his “Doctrine of Power” which
advocated the threat of absolute power, but
the judicious application of it.

His background as a strategist, his abili-
ty to create relationships amid adversarial
situations and his common touch with the
sailors who served under him were factors
when President Eisenhower appointed him
to his first term as CNO. In doing so,
Burke was elevated over nearly a hundred
candidates with longer, more star-studded
service, yet there was no suggestion that he
was anything other than the best candidate.

So it was when the Navy decided that
the first ship of the DDG 51 class would be

named for Burke. It was wisely perceived
that this individual would lend the prestige
of his warfighting record to this class as
well as his history as a strategist, negotiator
and quasi-diplomat. It was also correctly
anticipated that as a living namesake, he
would give generously of his time and ener-
gy to inspire all who would build and serve
on DDG 51.

Burke’s Navy Career

The Burkes rode through the shipyard in a 1930 Packard convertible.Admiral Burke

Above, Captain Burke (reading) onboard his
DESRON 23 flagship in 1942.  Insert: RADM
Burke in the early 1950’s.  Right: Taking the CNO
oath of office administered by RADM Nunn in
August 1955.  



A
dmiral and Mrs. Burke were at Bath
on May 24, 1990 for a ceremony
commemorating a painting of

DDG 51 by BIW artist, Jim Stilphen. The
painting was part of a Welcome to Bath sign
which was installed on Route 1 north
leading into Bath and one of four Stilphen
paintings donated to the City of Bath.
Today, all four restored murals hang in the
walkway between Front Street and the
Water Street parking lot.

This photo shows shipyard workers in
front of the platform as well as on the stern
of DDG 51 which is waterborne. Admiral
Burke urged shipyard employees to make
Arleigh Burke the best delivered by the
Maine yard in its 105-year history. He said,
“In the long run, . . . some captain is
going to stand on the bridge of Arleigh
Burke and the action he is able to take can
determine the fate of his crew and even an
entire country.”

The photo suggests the ease that devel-
oped between the Burkes and the people
who were building their ship. Ship sponsor,
Bobbie Burke is shown at the podium and
while we don’t recall what she said that day,
it’s possible that she shared a story at her
husband’s expense.

“Nothing got by her,” said Admiral
Charles Hamilton, USN (Ret.) shown far
right who, as a young naval officer served as
the Navy’s resource liaison with the Burkes.
“She made sure the Admiral never got
carried away with himself and she noticed
and appreciated every courtesy shown them
during their visits to Bath.”
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Ship, Namesake, Sponsor and Shipbuilders

L to r: VADM John Nyquist, Dr.  Pat Ward (family friend and physician), ADM Burke, Bobbie Burke, Bill
Haggett (seated) and CDR Hamilton, far right.

DDG 51 rendering by BIW artist, Jim Stilphen.



Mrs. Burke as well in her role as a Navy
wife, one she was very proud of.”

Meanwhile, CDR Hamilton was also
driving from the Pentagon to see the Burkes
every week at their home in northern
Virginia. On the first visit, Bobbie Burke
offered refreshments and suggested her
favorite, crabapple juice. Hamilton said
that he’d have what the Admiral was having,
to which Admiral Burke stated, “In that
case, we’re having rum.” Hamilton could
hardly believe his good fortune as a young
officer to be regularly in the presence of one
of the great men of the Navy and to also
look forward to Mrs. Burke offering their
favorite drinks at each meeting.

Admiral Burke was at the contract sign-
ing ceremony on April 9, 1985 and that is
where Bill Haggett, President of BIW and
John Mason, BIW DDG 51 Program
Manager, met him for the first time. John
Mason knew a great deal about Admiral
Burke from his own Naval Academy years.
“Meeting him in person was quite an expe-
rience. Knowing all that he’d done, I was
really taken back to realize I was shaking
hands with a 4-star. After the initial shock
of meeting him, he became a huge motiva-

tor. I mean, how could we let this guy
down? I know for certain that for Bill
Haggett, not letting the Admiral down was
something he took very seriously.”

Mason continued, “Admiral Burke was
experienced, smart and special enough to
know you need to keep things simple.”
Burke was known for his short notes and
sayings. As CNO, he was responsible for
Americans trapped in Cuba as Castro
brought his revolution out of the moun-
tains. Burke sent orders to the only
American ship near the area, a small Navy
transport commanded by a junior reserve
officer, to “Get in and protect American
lives and property.” When the officer asked
for further orders, Burke shot back, “Your
replacement will bring them.”

One of his Little Beavers recalls that
Burke circulated a fighting doctrine that
contained these fundamentals: “Keep your
ship trained for battle. Keep your material
ready for battle. Keep you boss informed
concerning readiness for battle.” John
Mason adopted some of Burke’s advice and
recommended it to his own staff: “When
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B
IW could not have been more fortu-
nate when the Navy chose to name
the first ship of the DDG 51 Class for

Admiral Arleigh Burke, the Navy’s most
famous destroyer squadron combat
commander and the last living Navy lion of
WWII as well as the longest serving Chief
of Naval Operations. With that announce-
ment came the sure knowledge that the
ship’s sponsor would be his wife, Roberta
(Bobbie) Burke, widely referred to by her
contemporaries as the First Lady of the
Navy.

Naming a ship for a living namesake is
rarely done, and in the mid-1980’s, it had
not been done for a long time. Rear
Admiral Charles Hamilton, USN (Ret.)
was CDR Hamilton when Vice Admiral
John Nyquist appointed him the Navy’s
liaison with the Burkes throughout the
DDG 51 shipbuilding period. Hamilton
recalls that as a former CNO, ADM Burke
was extremely sensitive to ship naming
issues and he only reluctantly agreed to the
honor. However, from that point, the diffi-
cult task of building the first ship of a class
was made easier by the Burkes’ involvement.

Vice Admiral John Morgan, USN 
(Ret.) was then CDR Morgan, DDG 51
Prospective Commanding Officer (PCO)
and served nearly twice as long in that
capacity as subsequent DDG 51 PCOs. He
said, “There is no adjective for how valuable
the contribution of the Burkes was to this
program. Invaluable doesn’t begin to cap-
ture it.” Beginning in 1988, PCO Morgan
personally met with Admiral Burke about
every two weeks until ship commissioning
in 1991 to update him on ship progress.
Morgan said, “When I went to see him, I
always saw Mrs. Burke. I have never
known two people whose personalities,
character and values made them so well
suited to each other.”

Admiral Morgan said, “The Burkes were
our secret weapon. They helped me and my
crew to embody the humility which was
part of their lives and at the core of their
service to the Navy. They inspired us by
their quality of quiet confidence which
became our mantra of how to deal with
things. We knew that there would be suc-
cesses mixed with some failures, but we
learned to take it in stride and keep going to
build the ship that the Navy needed. Quiet
confidence was rooted in the lifetime serv-
ice of Admiral Burke and was reflected by

Admiral and Mrs. Burke

Admiral and Mrs.  Burke on the eve of the July 4, 1991 commissioning.

Continued next page.



you have something to do, the time to do it
is now.”

On another occasion, Burke wrote: “The
audacious commander almost automatically
has a superior force. The dash of the com-
mander is transmitted to the forces; they
become always ready and eager to go: they
have a fighting edge. The conservative
commander whose tendency is to be sure
before he strikes, breeds that same spirit in
his force. His command rapidly reaches a
point of reluctance to fight.”

This thought reflects the words of Vice
Admiral Raymond Peet, USN (Ret.) who
wrote about his time as Ensign Raymond
Peet in the DESRON 23 Squadron: “It was a
big thrill to be a part of that team. The
squadron would have gone any place with
that man. If he were going to take us to
Japan, we were ready to go. He was that
type of leader.”

Part of Hamilton’s job during the years
between DDG 51 contract award and com-
missioning was organizing any DDG 51-
related trip or gathering which the Burkes
attended. There were at least 5 trips to
Bath, each an event and attended by many.
Hamilton said, “These trips were very
appealing to Navy dignitaries so we rarely,
probably never, paid a visit as just a small
group.” The Burkes and other Navy individ-
uals and guests were first at Bath for the
Keel Construction ceremony on July 31,
1986 and they returned for the formal Keel
Laying event on December 6, 1988.

Then came the launch and christening
of the ship on September 16, 1989. The
Burkes travelled through the shipyard to the
launch area in a 1930 Packard open touring
car where they were cheered by people all
along the way. Hamilton said, “Throughout
my career and particularly as PEO Ships, I
attended over 50 ship christenings, yet none
was as spectacular as DDG 51, and never
was there a sponsor like Mrs. Burke.”

Governor Jock McKernan proclaimed it
“Arleigh Burke Day” in Maine and pro-
clamations were issued by the Maine legis-
lature and Bath City Council. With the
surprising force of Bobbie Burke’s hands on
the christening bottle, the ship entered the
water on what was a glory day for the entire
DDG 51 community.

DDG 51 went to sea on Alpha Trials in
September 1990. It had long been planned
that Admiral Burke would be onboard, if
possible. As the time approached, the Navy

was mindful of Burke’s
advanced age and the
stress throughout the
DDG 51 community asso-
ciated with the ship going
to sea for the first time.

Admiral Nyquist joined
Hamilton for a trip to
northern Virginia where
they suggested that it
might be advisable for
Burke to sit this one out.
Hamilton said, “It was not
a comfortable visit and
even as we were driving
back to the Pentagon, the
Admiral was on the phone
venting his frustration at
even the idea that he
would do that.” One of
those phone calls was to PCO Morgan who
recalls the Admiral saying, “Where else
would I want to be?” Hamilton said, “The
next day we drove down again to tell the
Admiral that we recommended that he
attend Alpha Trials. We were much better
received.”

Alpha Trials took place en route to
Portland where the sonar dome would be
fitted in drydock. With all aboard well
before daylight, the ship departed only to be
immediately delayed by fog in the river,
then tides, then fog again. The anticipated
three hour transit to the Harpswell Fuel
Depot where the Burkes were to depart
became six and a half. During that time,
Admiral Burke sat in his chair, a gift from
the PCU crew of a bridge chair from one of
the DESRON 23 squadron destroyers, found
in the Philadelphia Navy Yard and reuphol-
stered with 4 stars. No one else dared occu-
py it for even a moment.

Hamilton said, “Over the course of that
transit, many of the people onboard came
up to the bridge to pay their respects to
Admiral Burke. In between, we chatted
about many things, including WWII and
running the slot along the Solomon Islands
at night and the difference that this ship
would have made in those circumstances.”
Hamilton stated, “That conversation was
the absolute highlight of my Navy career.”

As the Burkes’ day ended in Harpswell,
the Navy wished to quickly escort them to
their hotel for some needed rest. However,
Mrs. Burke, who knew her husband well,
reminded them that BIW and SupShip

employees and relatives were expecting to
meet the ship in Harpswell. So it was that
the Burkes departed the ship to loud and
sustained applause from those continuing
on to Portland and then lingered to speak
informally with those who had outlasted
the delays to hear how their ship was doing.
The Burkes praised DDG 51 and its capabil-
ities and thanked the people for what they
had done and would continue to do for the
U.S. Navy.

Commissioning took place on July 4,
1991 in Norfolk, Virginia. Under near-con-
stant rain, Admiral Burke repeated his edict
that “This ship is built to fight; you had bet-
ter know how.” As typically done, the DDG
51 commissioning booklet carried the pho-
tos and names of the officers and sailors of
DDG 51’s first crew. These pages were for-
matted 9 photos per page. In every instance
where there are two facing pages, one of the
18 photo slots is either a photo of Admiral
Burke from his naval career or one of his
quotes, symbolically putting him into the
picture in terms of the crew of DDG 51. It
is meaningful that he was celebrated as
much for his regard for the sailors of the
U.S. Navy as for his ability to lead them.

Arleigh Burke passed away in January
1996 at age 94. Mrs. Burke survived him
by 18 months and lived to be 98. At the
time of Admiral Burke’s death, they had
been married 72 years and were each other’s
loving partner. During the years of DDG
51 construction, whenever a camera caught
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PCO John Morgan with Admiral Burke the day before commissioning
in 1991.  

Continued next page.

Burkes, continued from previous page.



them standing or sitting by themselves, they
were usually holding hands. This was not a
show. It was who they were.

Admiral Morgan recalls that one day as
PCO he walked by the ship’s torpedo tubes
and the thought came to him to ask Burke,
who he would see the next day, what it
meant to have a ship named for himself.
When he did, the Admiral looked him in
the eye and said, “I didn’t do enough.”

Morgan said, “I was struck as I realized
what he was saying. This giant of WWII
who served as a strategist of the Korean and
Cold Wars as well as CNO, was saying that

he wished he had done more. His humility
was the core of who he was and part of why
he inspired so many.”

Admiral and Mrs.  Burke share an exchange at

the post-launch reception in 1989.  VADM John

Morgan said that Mrs.  Burke would sometimes

say, “Arleigh, remember the ladies” when she

thought one of his speeches ran too long.
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Burkes, continued from previous page.

A Few Burke Stories
31 Knot Burke
Admiral Arleigh Burke was known as ‘31-
Knot’ Burke, but whether for a positive or
negative reason is debatable. Both versions
are still found in print without reference to
the other, indicating fans on both sides of
the story.

The story begins with Burke in com-
mand of DESRON 23 operating in the
South Pacific. His flagship USS Charles
Ausburne (DD-570) and the 7 other
destroyers were refueling when Burke
received a message from Admiral William
‘Bull’ Halsey about enemy forces off
Bougainville.

One story. Refueling ceased and Burke
replied, “I’m on my way at 31 knots.”
Newspapers picked it up and it spread rap-
idly. Thirty-one knots was the maximum
speed of these ships and from then on,
Burke was known as “31-Knot Burke.”

Another view. As summarized by Burke
biographer, Ned Potter, the top speed for
DESRON 23 destroyers was usually 35
knots, but one ship, the Spence, (DD-512)
had a boiler down and could only make 30
knots. Moving at the top speed of its slow-
est ship, Burke reported to South Pacific
(SoPac) headquarters that the squadron was
“proceeding at 30 knots.” When advised to
expedite arrival, he ordered the CO of
Spence to cross-connect the engineering
plant which enabled the ship and the
squadron to make an extra knot.

Burke next reported to SoPac that he
was “proceeding at 31 knots.” This caused
laughter at SoPac and a subsequent SoPac
message to “31-Knot Burke,” was picked up
by reporters. Because the American public
considered 31 knots to be a high speed and
also pictured Burke as a hot shot destroyer-
man, he gained celebrity, although it was
based on a misconception.

Built to Fight
In July 1986, Admiral Arleigh Burke spoke 
at the Keel Construction ceremony of
DDG 51.

“Not long ago, Admiral Metcalf asked
me what advice I would give to the men*
who will eventually man this new man-o-
war. After thinking it over, I offered this bit
of advice: “This ship is built to fight—you
had better know how.”

We are here today to commemorate—
and to solemnize the unstated, but tradi-
tional vow between our country and the
man-o-war sailors it must send from time
to time in harm’s way: “Your ship is built to
fight.”

*At the time, only men served onboard
destroyers. In 1993, President Clinton signed
the order which ended the exclusion against
women serving on U.S. Navy combatants.

(Left) The plaque presented to Admiral Burke at
the DDG 51 Launch ceremony.  It is believed that
this plaque is onboard DDG 51 today.   
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The BIW Shipyard, Then and Now

plan.” The EBMF building was a vacant lot
next to the newly-built Consolidated
Warehouse.

The September 1989 launch of DDG 51
was a cliffhanger by today’s standards for
launching on the LLTF. The timing had to
be exactly right for the state of the tide, the
ways properly greased and the ship strategi-
cally balanced on wedges driven into the
cradle of the ship by an army of volunteers,
usually in the predawn hours. Tugboats
stood by to maneuver the waterborne but
not yet powered ship away from harm and
alongside the dock and a larger than usual
fleet of private and commercial watercraft
was in place for a water view of the event,
monitored by Coast Guard craft who kept
everyone moving in their correct orbit.

Now we build ships on land and have
evolved to building them in modules that
weigh thousands of tons. We move them on
huge self-propelled transporters controlled
by one operator with a joy stick and a wear-
able computer. Pre-outfitting became a
must and our ships are now over 80% com-
plete when they go in the water. Much con-
struction takes place under cover, allowing

surface coatings to cure properly, and
sensitive machinery to be installed.

Today’s DDG 51s slide on rails into a
huge dry dock which moves the ship
into the middle of the Kennebec River
where the ship floats off at night.
There’s less drama but the sense of
accomplishment remains strong.

We are building ships today because
our predecessors had the foresight and
the courage to go for the ultimate prize
that would secure our future—the DDG
51 Program. Our work force persevered
to deliver ships renowned for their qual-
ity, capability and affordability and the
U.S. Navy and Industry has learned the
value of teamwork as well as competi-
tion as we continue to build the ships
needed by today’s Navy.

Our LLTF and Ultra Hall investments
have contributed to making us a techno-
logically advanced shipyard, yet it is our
people who have made the difference
over the past 25 years.

T
wenty five years make
a big difference. In
1985, BIW was one 

of ten active shipyards work-
ing on U.S. Navy contracts.
Today, that number is six.
Then, the company was
owned by Congoleum Corp,
an investment group, and
General Dynamics, our
present owner, was largely 
an aircraft-and-missiles
company.

In 1985, the tools of the
job were quite different.
BIW, like other industrial
companies, had mainframe
computers but PCs were
rare. Design and engineer-
ing was a pencil, paper and
Hewlett-Packard calculator
kind of operation.
Draftsman had drafting
boards. Paper was every-
where throughout the com-
pany. The proposal that won
the DDG 51 contract was
largely handwritten, then
typed on typewriters.

Now we design ships using 3D
visualization software running on the
ubiquitous PCs—there are thousands of
them—and the ‘mainframes’ are gone,
largely replaced by servers to support 
their networked activity.

In 1985, BIW ships were assembled on
inclined ways. Every activity took into
account the sloping of the ways, the 5°
‘declivity.’ Modular construction?
Prefabricated units were relatively small by
today’s standards. Built from the keel up,
the hulls were about 40% complete at
launch, with a large amount of outfitting
left to complete pierside.

There was no Manufacturing Support
Center—the equivalent of today’s occu-
pants were then working in stacked hous-
ing trailers, not a climate-controlled office
—and the area covered by the Land Level
Transfer Facility (LLTF) was a tidal marsh.
The North Stores was a storage building
being extensively renovated to become an
engineering powerhouse. Our Church
Road Office Facility (CROF) was home to
an infant and children’s clothing manufac-
turer whose layout defined the term “open

DDG 51 is shown in the Kennebec immediately following launch with the Carleton Bridge and the eastern shore of the
river in view.  Tugboats maneuver to return the ship to the western shore where it would be secured alongside the ship-
yard.  
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Wellness and Benefits
First Health Passport Drawing

T
he first quarterly drawing for the
Health Passport program was held on
April 8, 2010 at MSC. All those who

completed Level 1 of their passports by
March 31 had a ticket in the drawing.
Anthony Anderson, Wellness Program
Manager, said that about 465 employees,
including some spouses who are also eligi-
ble, had begun work on their health pass-
ports.

The tickets were placed inside a large
container loaned by the BIW Recreation
Association and a representative from Local
S6, Ryan Jones, turned the drum a few
times to mix it up a little. Kevin Shute
from the Bath YMCA, a stamping partner
for the Passport program, was on hand to
pull the winning ticket. And the winner
was—Matt Giffen (D40).. Matt was on trav-
el that day and received a call from a fellow
worker telling him that there was a rumor
going around that he had won the day’s
drawing. He thought it might be a gag, but
happily, it was verified when he returned to
work.

The first prize was a $2,500 Hewins trav-
el certificate. Matt hikes weekly and grew
up in a family that took hiking vacations, so
he and his girlfriend are giving some
thought to a trip to Yosemite with hiking in

mind. When asked
why he began using
the Health Passport,
he said “Because it
was easy,” and when
next asked why he
specifically got into
the first drawing, his
answer was equally
simple. “Because I
thought there might
not be too many
entries this first quar-
ter and the odds
would be good for
everyone.”

Chris Waaler has
promoted the program
through all four D40
Engineering sections. When asked 
if it was another department’s turn next
time around, he said, “Heck, no. It’s about
the competition. It’s us against everyone
else. Manufacturing, folks at CROF and
James, Finance, all of you, bring it on.”

Matt completed his certification and
placed his ticket in contention on March 30.
Lady Luck probably accounts for his win-
ning edge, but everyone who progressed
through Level I is on the path to improved

health. At the end of the day, we wish
everyone who participates could be a draw-
ing winner. While that won’t happen, all
contenders can expect to be feeling better
about themselves and reaping some person-
al health and wellness rewards.

Still, there’s three more equally attractive
quarterly drawings and one jaw-dropping
grand prize in December (check the back
page of your passport for details). You can’t
win if you don’t play.

First Health Passport Drawing winner was Matt Giffen, center, with Anthony
Anderson, left, and Chris Waaler.

5 Star
Compliance

S
ince January, all areas are being reevaluated to ensure that
the program continues to serve as a useful tool regarding
compliance with regulations and to help reduce incidents,

accidents and injuries in the company.
As shown to the right, some areas are now showing activity

as indicated by the awarding of stars. Although not shown on
this chart, a great deal of work is taking place in all areas to
prepare for these inspections.

Safety is everyone’s business.  

APRIL 23, 2010
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Albert, Randall John * 4300

Berry, Karen Ann 8600

Bissonette, Geary Roland * 1500

Bouffard, Heath John 8700

Branson, Steven Linwood * 3000

Bruce, Timothy David * 3000

Bryant, Brian Michael * 1500

Cantara, Jessica Galluze 2800

Carter, Larry Wesley * 8000

Chamberlain, Joseph Wesley 8700

Charest, David Allen * 4300

Clark, Nathan Tyler 4000

Colby, Diane Marie * 8200

Coutu, Ryan David 8700

Curley, James Patrick 4000

Davenport, Katrina Lynn 8700

Day, Stephen Piper * 1500

Dell, William Eric 8700

Desjardins, James Brian * 1500

Dinsmore, Emerson Sidney * 1500

DiPaolo, Melissa Ann 8700

Duke, Shawn Aric * 3000

Duncombe, Christopher Alfred 8600

Dunham, Richard Brian 0800

Dunn, Matthew Sean 8700

Welcome The following employees joined BIW during March 2010. Please welcome them.

Name Dept.

Fonollosa, Jose Robert * 6200

Francisco, Lori Ruth * 1500

Gadbois, Stanley Raymond * 4300

Goding, Dale C * 4300

Gordon, Nathan Leroy 8700

Hamlin, Donald Peter * 3000

Hennes, Kirk Jon 8700

Henry, Randy Jerome * 1500

Henry, Steven Douglas 8700

Jackson, David Edwin * 4300

Jones, Tyler Ronald * 3000

Kane, Paul Andre 8600

Keating-Lathrop, William 4300

King, Thomas Jeffrey * 3000

Lapointe, David Anthony * 4000

Larochelle, Matthew Paul * 4300

Lesniak III, Edward John 0600

Martin, Michael Devon * 3000

McConnell, Mark Edward 8700

Meller, Robert Joseph 8700

Michaud, Lonnie Lee 8600

Minott, Danielle Lynn 8700

Moody, Harry Al * 3000

Osborn, Mark Albert * 8700

Osmond, Nathan Joseph * 3000

Name Dept.

Osmond, Nicholas Michael * 3000

Ouellette, Daniel Louis * 1500

Richards, Ricky Allen * 1500

Rolfe, Shawn David * 8700

Rowe, Laurence Scott 8600

Russell, Ronald Earl 8600

Saunders, Brian Ray 8600

Sawtelle, Dana Michael * 1500

Smith, Daniel Bernard * 1500

Soule, Scott Allen * 3200

Stephenson, Mark Charles * 8700

Sullivan, Shawn Mathew 4000

Sylvester, Norris David 8700

Tomm, Karen Michelle 8700

Trask, Michael William * 4300

Turmelle, Timothy Raymond * 1500

Vaughan, Paul Howard 8700

Wallace, Nathan Jon * 3000

Waterman, Runette Rae * 2700

Wyman, Stuart Shane * 3200

* Returning Employees

Name Dept.

Retirees
March 2010

Dept.  Name

10-00 Herman N.  Wright III
40 Years, 5 Months
Leadperson III

15-00 Laurence E.  Chase
36 Years
Pipefitter III

40-00 Charles M.  Cary 
19 Years, 11 Months
Principal, Engineering

43-00 James B.  Perry
23 Years, 6 Months
Welder III

66-00 Bruce C.  Leach
30 Years, 2 Months
Insulator III

78-00 Frank W.  Shaw*
40 Years, 11 Months
Sr.  Homeport Rep

* Retired January 2010

Dept. Dept. Dept.  NameDept.  Name

Service Anniversaries
March 2010

35 Years
09 Desjardins, Daniel Bernard

10 Calden, Bruce Norman

15 Wiers, Darrell Evans

20 Temple, Hayden Dexter

27 Vannah Jr, Donald Kenneth

29 Grady, Rodney Lee

45 Douglass, Cynthia Lee

50 Madore, Daniel Roland

84 Hinkley, Eugene Clinton

91 Morgan, Anthony Edward

30 Years
07 Greenleaf, Francis Alfred

09 Coolidge, William Wayne

11 Bangs, Kim Lee

15 Thiboutot, Alfred Joseph

17 Shorette, Michael Ray

19 Capponi, Andrew Paul

20 Ambrose, Robert Dana

20 Chase, Larry Wayne

20 McNally, Robert Allen

20 Tupper, Nita J

24 Greene, William Michael

46 Favreau, Kathleen P

49 Perry, Marguerite Mary

68 Townsend Jr, Richard Eugene

79 Fortin, Joseph Roger

81 Aucoin, Michael Jay

81 Harper, John Joseph

82 Efflandt, Lane Andrew

86 Dentico, Robert Anthony

86 Hanna, Stewart Marshall

20 Years
10 Otis, Thomas Howard

19 Holbrook, Mark Randall

19 Watson III, Lewis Millard

20 Montminy, Michael Edgar

24 Havey, Todd Morton

27 Griffin, Douglas Lee

50 Cyr, Michael Donald

50 Douglas, Michael Kenneth

50 Fisette, John Joey

50 Fitzherbert, Andy Clifford

50 Flannery, Edward Joseph

50 Newton, Thomas Leonard

50 Willette, Gerald Lee

52 Demers, David Albert

86 Bixby, Douglas Brian

87 Stevens, Peter Harold

10 Years
10 Reid, Matthew Thomas Alexander

40 Gagnon, Richard Lee

86 Smith Sr, Lawrence Dean
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